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Age group

☐ From 3-6 years old

Time 30 minutes

☐ From 7-10 years old

Key Words: Word formation Adjective(s)

Basic
competences:
☐ Communicative
competence in L1
☐ Communicative
competence in L2
☐ Mathematic,
technical and
scientific competence
☐ Digital competence

☐ From 11-14 years old

Adverb(s)

Cognitive Competences:
Comprehension of the text’s meaning and its grammar structures. Produce meaning by
working on the grammar point.
Strategic and instrumental competences:
Use of grammar sources: what’s been learned and use of notes.
Attitudinal competences:
Motivation.
Engagement into use of language.
Reading the story as a dialogue.

☐ Learning to learn
☐ Civic and social
competence
☐ Entrepreneur
sense and initiative
(professional
competences)
☐ Cultural sense and
expression

Expected Results

-

-

Correct adverb/adjective use and formation.
Identifying adverbs from adjectives ending in –ly.
Transforming nouns/adjectives into adverbs.

Action protocol :
Activity 1: reading the text. identifying the adverbs and adjectives in the text
Activity 2: adverb formation and adverb/adjective placement in the sentence
Materials :
* Basic adverb formation guide. Basic adjective unit.
* Text with the story. Reading comprehension.
* Exercise for adverb formation.

Variations of the activity

________________________________

Questions:
1) The driver of the car was __________________ injured.
[ ]serious
[ ]seriously
2) I think you behaved very __________________.
[ ]selfishly
[ ]selfish
3) Rose is __________________ upset about losing her job.
[ ]terribly
[ ]terrible
4) There was a __________________ change in the weather.
[ ]suddenly
[ ]sudden
5) Everybody at the party was __________________ dressed.
[ ]colourful
[ ]colourfully
6) She fell and hurt herself quite __________________.
[ ]badly
[ ]bad
7) I cooked this meal __________________ for you, so I hope you like it. [
]special
[ ]specially
8) Don't go up that ladder. It doesn't look __________________.
[ ]safe
[ ]safely
9) He looked at me __________________ when I interrupted him.
[ ]angry
[ ]angrily
10) Our holiday was too short. The time passed very __________________.
[ ]quick
[ ]quickly
11) Alice and Stan are very __________________ married.
[ ]happy
[ ]happily
12) I tried on the shoes and they fitted me __________________.
[ ]perfect
[ ]perfectly
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